Here we describe how to go to the Naha Airport by Highway Bus 111 after the symposium. If Symposium on Representation Theory 2016 come to the end, one of the best ways which we recommend to reach the Naha Airport is to take Highway Bus 111. Here we explain how to access Yamazato Bus Stop (Okinawa Express Way) by taxi.

i) Take a taxi from Grand Mer Resort to **Yamazato Bus Stop**. Show this paper to the taxi driver and tell him you want to go to Yamazato Bus Stop (Naha direction) on the highway.

高速の山里バス停（那覇方面）で行ってください

You can easily catch a taxi at the hotel. The route map is Figure 1.

![Route Map from Grand Mer Resort to Yamazato Bus Stop](image)

Fig. 1 Route Map from Grand Mer Resort to Yamazato Bus Stop

ii) If you go along Prefecture Road 85, the taxi driver can easily find the entrance of Yamazato Bus Stop. Get off the taxi and go down into the entrance of Yamazato Bus Stop (Naha direction), which looks as in Figure 2.

![Entrance of Yamazato Bus Stop (Naha direction)](image)

Fig. 2 Entrance of Yamazato Bus Stop (Naha direction)
iii) Note that your entrance is Naha direction. If you go down the slope as in Figure 3, then you will find the bus stop.

Yamazato (Highway bus stop) 13h30 → Naha Airport Domestic Terminal 14h11

It takes 41 minutes by Bus 111, and the fare is 970JPY. Yamazato Bus Stop looks as

Fig. 3 The slope to go down to Yamazato Bus Stop

in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Yamazato Bus Stop (Okinawa Express Way)